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Rumors that Vanderbilt might buy the Central Pacific Rail-
road provoked this editorial reaction:
Vanderbilt is even more grasping and tyrannical than Stanford
ever was.... Has it [The Call, a rival] never heard of the wars of
Vanderbilt with Fisk and Drew and with rival corporations, in which
conventions were systematically packed, legislatures bought by
wholesale, companies of bullies hired and even the bench retained?
Does it not know that the great State of Pennsylvania is Tom Scott's
pocket borough and that its legislature is so notoriously owned by
the railroad king, that a member once got up and said: "If Tom
Scott has no further business with this House, I move that it now
adjourn"? If we do get Vanderbilt instead of Stanford, we are
afraid that we shall look back to the latter as the frogs in the fable
looked back to their King Log, after Jupiter, in answer to their
prayer, had sent them a stork.10
And his alarm over the wanton manner in which public lands
were being deeded away caused him to report: "Tom Scott and
his railroad crowd are likely to get eight million acres of land
in Texas under decision of the U. S. Supreme Court confirming
the grants of the Memphis, El Paso and Transcontinental
Railroad." "
But the editorials in the Post were not concerned entirely
with the railroad trust. George urged self-improvement for
laborers, fought for shorter working days and reported the
success of the eight-hour law in Australia, urging its adoption
in the United States. "It is to political action," he explained,
"that working men must look for the remedy for all their real
grievances, for those are grievances which spring from bad
laws."12
On another occasion he took up the cudgels for misused
seamen. The Post became a champion of sailor's rights. It ex-
posed the unbelievable cruelty of the captain and mate of the
ship Crusader and later the officers of the Sunrise.
The latter ship arrived in San Francisco minus three sea-
men who had been aboard. These three, two men and a boy of
seventeen, were foreigners who had been shanghaied. Goaded
and tortured by the first mate and the captain, they had jumped
overboard rather than remain on the hell-ship. The remain-
ing members of the Sunrises crew were able to talk. But for
three days, in spite of long news accounts in the Post, in spite of
George's appeals to the authorities and his flaming editorials,

